Motorboat Enclosures

Custom Designs
Dolphin make various designs of motorboat covers to suit your requirements. We have found over the years that
there is no such thing as a standard cover for a motorboat. We listen to your requirements, visit or request photos
of the boat so we can come up with the best solution to suit your needs.
These can be enclosures to fit around the existing structure of the boat or to a completely new framed system to
suit. After discussions we can offer our advice on window positions, doorways, removable sides that will fit around
your requirements and the final design.

Bespoke enclosure covers on custom stainless steel frames

Enclosures designed to fit around the existing super structure

Fabric - WeatherMax 80
WeatherMax is a fabric that combines breakthrough UV technology with water resistance and durability.
WeatherMax is the perfect balance of science, resilience and style.
The new WeatherMax fabric has taken away the need to make a choice between a waterproof and a breathable
fabric by offering a solution to both. The WeatherMax has a HydroMax finish which ensures there is no need for
extra coatings. This makes the WeatherMax lightweight, water resistant, non-sagging and durable. The HydroMax
finish also provides excellent breathability to help reduce condensation and mildew.

Window Upgrade

Tenara Thread

PVC window material is used as
standard but we can upgrade the
window to Strataglass for unrivalled
clarity. This is not an option when the
sprayhood is to be folder down.

• UV and weather-resistant
• Unaffected by sunlight UV radiation
• Unaffected by weather including
water or saltwater
• Will not rot or decay
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